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Abstract: In this paper, a thin infinite plate of CoCrMo alloy with a straight crack was loaded perpendicularly to the crack plane. CoCrMo 

alloys are due to their suitable mechanical and corrosion properties widely used for dental applications. The importance of good mechanical 

properties is reflected in ensuring the functional and technical durability of dental appliances. The intention of this paper is to use a 

mathematical approach in analyzing a thin infinite plate with a straight crack to the rather complex occurrences within the cohesive zones 

around the crack tips. The dependence of plastic zone magnitude around the crack tip on an external load of dental CoCrMo alloy plate was 

considered in this paper. Static tensile tests were carried out to determine the mechanical properties of dental CoCrMo alloy. At plastic 

deformation, the dental CoCrMo alloy is nonlinearly hardened in accordance with the Ramberg-Osgood equation which parameters were 

determined using a least-squares method from experimental data. The application of the Dugdale model the plastic zone magnitude around 

the crack tip was determined. The stress intensity coefficient from the cohesive stresses was calculated using Green functions. The analytical 

methods, assuming a small plastic zone around a crack tip, were used in the analysis. The results were obtained by means of a commercial 

software package and presented in the form of diagrams. 
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1. Introduction

In spite of the fact that numerical methods are widely used in 

solving engineering problems in different fields of mechanics, in 

particular the finite element method, the analytical methods will be 

applied in solving the problems presented in this paper. A straight 

crack, with the length 2a, in a thin infinite plate loaded on its edges, 

is considered here. The plate is made of a ductile material (dental 

CoCrMo alloy); therefore, cohesive zones around crack tips occur 

when the plate is loaded. Our aim is to investigate the dependence 

of the magnitude of the plastic zone around crack tip rp on an 

external load of dental CoCrMo alloy plate. The mechanical 

properties of dental CoCrMo alloy were determined by performing 

a static tensile test. It is an alloy that, in addition to the absence of 

nickel, its biocompatibility and corrosion resistance, has excellent 

mechanical properties such as hardness, tensile strength, and 

toughness [1]. 

Since there is a lack of literature data investigating the 

dependence of the magnitude of the plastic zone around crack tip rp 

of dental CoCrMo alloy, this paper deals with the analytical 

solution to the posed problem. 

A thin, infinite plate with an embedded central straight crack of a 

length 2a was modelled analytically in this paper. A plate is 

uniaxially loaded in a direction perpendicular to the crack plane by 

monotonously increasing loading σyy
∞ = σ∞. A crack surface is

unloaded. A plate material has the property of isotropic strain 

hardening (nonlinear strain hardening). A plane stress state is 

determined by the stress tensor components σxx(x,y), σyy(x,y) and 

σxy(x,y) is assumed. For an analysis of the elastic-plastic fracture 

mechanics parameters, it is important to consider the stress tensor 

components and the displacement vector components of the points 

lying on a direction of a crack plane, i.e. on the x-axis. Since there is 

symmetry with respect to the x-axis, the shear stresses at the points 

laying on the x-axis will be equal to zero, i.e. the normal stresses 

σxx(x,0) and σyy(x,0) are the principal stresses. Equivalent stress σequ 

is determined according to the Tresca or the Mises yield criteria. 

The equivalent stress is dependent on the equivalent plastic strain 

εequ,p. Because a distribution law of equivalent plastic strain εequ,p is 

not known, the distribution law of the cohesive stresses within a 

yield zone will be also unknown. 

There are a great number of different methods, especially 

numerical, which can be used for determining the magnitude of the 

plastic zone around the crack tip. The Dugdale strip yield model [2-

4] in the yielding zone around the crack tip is used for that purpose

here. According to this model, the plastic zone is a narrow strip

extending from the crack tip in the direction of the crack plane, as it

is shown in Figures 1a and 1b. The Dugdale model considers,

instead of a real, physical crack, an equivalent elastic crack of

length 2b, as it is shown in Figure 1c. Partial areas of this imaginary

elastic crack a  x  b are subjected to nonlinear cohesive stresses 

p(x), (Figure 1c).  

On the edges of plastic zones, or on the tips of an equivalent elastic 

crack, the normal stress yy(b,0) will not have singularity but will 

have a definite quantity equal to the yield stress of the plate material 

0. In other words, the stress intensity coefficient K in these points

will be equal to zero, i.e.

p ext p coh p( ) ( ) ( ) 0K a r K a r K a r      (1) 

where Kext and Kcoh are the stress intensity coefficient of external 

and cohesive loading of the plate, respectively. The singularity at 

the tip of the fictitious elastic crack x = b = a + rp, from the external 

load of the plate, is canceled with the singularity of the cohesive 

stresses within the plastic zone. 

Fig. 1 a) Thin, infinite plate with the straight crack of a length 2a loaded 
perpendicular to the crack plane,  

b) fictitious elastic crack including a small plastic zone around crack 

tip,
c) variable cohesive stresses act on a part of the fictitious elastic 

crack. 
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2. Mechanical properties of dental CoCrMo alloy

A static tensile test was performed to determine the mechanical 

properties of the dental CoCrMo alloy of the following chemical 

composition: 58.9–69.5% Co, 27.0–30% Cr, 5.0–7.0% Mo, with 

small quantities of Mn, Si, Ni, Fe, <0.05 wt.% C.  

Two specimens according to DIN 50 125 - A6×30 shown in 

Fig. 2 were prepared for the static tensile test. 

Fig. 2 Dimensions of the specimen according to DIN 50 125 – A6×30 

Static tensile test was performed on a mechanical test machine 

Inspekt table 100kN according to DIN EN ISO 6892-1A, which 

includes the use of an external extensometer (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 Static tensile test conducted with extensometer 

After the static tensile test, the engineering stress-strain 

dependences (Fig. 4) were obtained and shown in Table 1. 

Fig. 4 Engineering stress-strain diagrams of dental CoCrMo alloy 

Table 1: Mechanical properties of dental CoCrMo alloy 

Specimen 

Modulus of 

elasticity E 

[GPa] 

0.2% offset 

yield stress 

Rp0.2 [MPa] 

Ultimate 

tensile stress 

Rm [MPa] 

Elongation 
A [%] 

1 127.93 485.48 723.99 37.04 

2 119.90 529.08 739.92 36.08 

During the plastic deformation, the dental CoCrMo alloy is 

nonlinearly hardened and the correlation between stress and strain 

could be found in accordance with the Ramberg-Osgood equation, 

[5] 

0 0 0
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(2) 

where σ0 and ε0 denote the material’s yield stress and strain, 

respectively, while α and n denote Ramberg-Osgood’s material 

constant and strain hardening parameter, respectively. If it is taken, 

the Ramberg-Osgood equation takes the form 

0
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(3) 

According to Table 1, the dental CoCrMo alloy has a yield stress of 

0.2% offset (Rp0.2). Instead of the yield stress σ0 in equation (5), the 

0.2% offset yield stress Rp0.2 was introduced. The plastic component 

of the strain tensor εpl has an amount of 0.002 for σ=σ0=Rp0.2. Then 

equation (3) becomes 

0
0 p0.2 el( ) 0.002R

E E
     

 
    

. 
(4) 

Fitting data in Figure 4 of two samples of dental CoCrMo alloy 

using a least-squares method, the material parameters of nonlinear 

Ramberg-Osgood equation (3) were found and shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Ramberg-Osgood’s material parameters of dental CoCrMo alloy 

Specimen α n R2 

1 0.527 13.02 0.976523 

2 0.453 15.43 0.978425 

The Ramberg-Osgood's material curve of dental CoCrMo alloy 

was shown with the averaged values of the strain hardening 

parameter n=14.225 and a comparison with the curves obtained by 

the static tensile test is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 4 Comparison of Ramberg-Osgood’s and engineering stress-strain 

diagrams of dental CoCrMo alloy 

3. Determination of plastic zone magnitude around

the crack tip 

The best approximation of the nonlinear distribution of the cohesive 

stresses [2,4] is achieved by the analytical expression 
 1 1

p

0( )

n
r

p x
x a



 
  

 


. 

(5) 

The physical quantity p(x) (see Fig. 1c) is a function of the two 

parameters, i.e. rp and n. The stress intensity coefficient K and the 

magnitude of the plastic zone around a crack tip rp can be 

determined by using the method of weight functions (Green’s 

function). The Green’s function for an infinite cracked plate, loaded 

on stretching in a direction perpendicular to the crack plane, 

according to D. Pustaić [6] amounts  

 
1 2

2 2( , ) 2
π

b
m x b b x



  (6) 

The stress intensity coefficient can be calculated using Green’s 

function [2, 7], knowing the distribution of the cohesive stresses (7), 

as 

coh ( ) ( ) ( , )d

b

a

K b p x m x b x  (7) 
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Introducing a new variable ξ, according to [2], the variable x has the 

form x = a + rp(1-ξ) = b - rpξ (ξ = 1 for x = a, and  ξ = 0  for x = b ), 

the expression (7) is transformed in the following form 

     11

0 1



n

p  (8) 

Inserting the expressions (6) and (8) in (7) and after arranging the 

following expression is obtained 
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By forming the above expression the assumption about the small 

crack tip plastic zone can be introduced. Under small-scale yielding 

(SSY) conditions it could be taken rp / 2b ≈ 0. After integration, the 

final result for Kcoh(b) has the form 

 coh p 0 p 0
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(10) 

where (x) stands for the gamma function or the Euler's integral of 

the second type and B(x, y) is the beta function or the Euler's 

integral of the first type. This result must be taken with the opposite 

sign because the stress intensity coefficient Kcoh(b) takes the 

negative value if calculations are being conducted for the direction 

of the cohesive tensile stresses. The stress intensity coefficient, 

corresponding to a remote tension of a plate with an imaginary 

crack of length b, amounts to  

 ext p p( ) πK a r a r  
. 

(11) 

By equating the right sides of the expressions (10) and (11) and by 

arranging that equation, the magnitude of plastic zone rp in front of 

the crack tip [7], normalized to the initial crack length a, by an 

assumption of the small plastic zone, is obtained as 
2
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4. Results and discussion

On the basis of analytical expression (12), the values of plastic 

zone magnitude rp in front of the crack tip, normalized to the initial 

crack length a, are calculated in dependence upon monotonously 

increasing external load σ∞/σ0, for dental CoCrMo alloy. The results 

were obtained by means of the commercial software package 

Mathematica and presented in the form of diagrams in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 Dependence of plastic zone magnitude rp on load σ∞/σ0 of dental 
CoCrMo alloy 

The results of the magnitude of plastic zone rp in Fig. 5 are 

presented as a function of the external load which is normalized to 

0.2% offset yield stress (σ∞/σ0). This display of results in the non-

dimensional form includes only the strain hardening parameter n of 

the Ramberg-Osgood equation for dental CoCrMo alloy. 

From the diagram in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the magnitude of 

the plastic zone at the crack tip does not increase linearly with the 

external load of the thin plate. If we assume that the crack is 20 mm 

(a=10mm), the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip in the 

direction of the x-axis according to Fig. 1 at an external load of 

100MPa (σ∞/σ0=0.2) is 0.47mm, while at 200MPa (σ∞/σ0=0.4) it is 

2.22mm. That's an increase in the magnitude of the plastic zone at 

the crack tip by 372%. With a higher external load, the magnitude 

of the plastic zone at the crack tip is larger. 

5. Conclusion

The aim of this investigation was to establish if, and, in what 

measure the isotropic hardening of the dental CoCrMo alloy 

influences the magnitude of the plastic zone around the crack tip. 

The goal was to develop the corresponding analytical expressions 

for calculating the rp and not to use the numerical methods. One 

well-known cohesive model for the crack analysis was applied. The 

non-singularity condition of the stress distribution at the tip of the 

fictitious elastic crack is noted in the form (1). In this paper, the 

analytical expression (5) for the distribution of the cohesive stresses 

is taken. On the basis of analytical expression (12), the values of 

plastic zone magnitude rp in front of the crack tip, normalized to the 

initial crack length a, are calculated in dependence upon 

monotonously increasing external load σ∞/σ0, for dental CoCrMo 

alloy. The results were obtained by means of the commercial 

software package Mathematica and presented in the form of 

diagrams in Fig. 5. From the diagram in Fig. 5, it can be seen that 

the magnitude of the plastic zone at the crack tip increase non-

linearly with the external load of the thin plate. 
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